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Ms Michelle Guthrie

Director of the ABC

Dear  Ms Guthrie

We are writing to state why we think that the ABC is a threat to Australia’s democracy.

The ABC states it protects its independence, but independence for the ABC is a misnomer. 
Individuals in a democratic nation use their vote to elect a government which is attentive to 
that individual’s concerns.  In 2013 the vast majority of Australians voted for the Liberal Party’s 
Tony Abbott as Prime Minister, mainly because he recognised that Human Caused Global 
Warming was a scam and was not afraid to call it such. 

Therefore, the publicly-funded ABC should have reflected the elected Government’s views in a 
balanced and accurate manner. It has failed to do this to the extent that it has undermined 
Australia’s democracy and is possibly in breach of the law.

The public record that supports our view is:

On December 5th 2013 we wrote to the then ABC Director Mark Scott and stated a deadline of 
21 days for the ABC to correct its biased reporting. 

In that letter we informed Mr Scott that we had delivered the same opportunity to Professor 
David Karoly earlier in the year.

Neither Professor Karoly or Mark Scott responded to the deadline. It appears they both 
continued to collaborate together to propagate misinformation to the Australian people. 

Therefore, it is our humble opinion that the evidence indicates that Professor Karoly has been 
knowingly complicit in one of the greatest academic funding frauds of all time.  The evidence 
also indicates to us that Mark Scott, as the then Director of the ABC, was at that time guilty of 
malfeasance in public Office. 

Mark Scott has since moved to the upper echelons of the NSW Department for Education and 
the evidence implicates him in a top-down blocking of science proving the null hypothesis for 
‘Climate Change’.  The NSW Ombudsman is now reviewing that evidence for the second time 
for bias. Proven intentional bias may be deemed academic fraud, while malfeasance in public 
office is certainly an indictable crime.

We had hoped that the ABC may have become less socialistically biased under your 
directorship, but apparently not.  The latest incident we refer to is the alarmist documentary 
by Professor Will Steffen.  As he detailed the temperature record of the last century he  failed 
to mention that during  the 1970’s  scientists, via  the mainstream media, were stating that 
human-caused global cooling would occur 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/GlobalCoolingAlarmismInThe1970s.pdf

We had hoped that the ABC might  have become less socialistically biased under your 
directorship, but apparently not.  The latest incident we refer to is  the alarmist documentary by 
Professor Will Steffen.  As he detailed the temperature record of the last century he  omitted to 
mention the cooling phase that occurred during the 70’s.   The historical record shows that 



mention the cooling phase that occurred during the 70’s.   The historical record shows that 
scientists via  the MSM were actually stating that human caused global cooling would occur 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/GlobalCoolingAlarmismInThe1970s.pdf

This kind of systemic Climate Alarmism reporting, via the ABC, clearly misinforms its listeners. 
In our opinion the ABC is wilfully or recklessly reporting subversive, dangerous propaganda.

In conclusion, if there is anything we have said that you think is untrue please inform us. We 
will investigate and if necessary correct our error. It is important that you do, as this public 
letter is evidence that may be used in a court of law.

Respectfully Yours

Dr Judy Ryan
Member: WWWeb of Independent Scientists
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As truly independent scientists we will always debate the Science. However, we are united in our 
recognition and rejection of the politically driven post-normal science (such as climate alarmism)


